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QUESTION 1

Which one of the following programs contains a syntax error? 

A. proc sql; select product.*, cost.unitcost, sales.quantity from product p, cost c, sales s where p.item = c.item and 

B. item = s.item; quit; 

C. proc sql; select product.*, cost.unitcost, sales.quantity from product, cost, sales where product.item = cost.item and
product.item = sales.item; quit; 

D. proc sql; select p.*, c.unitcost, s.quantity from product as p, cost as c, sales as s where p.item = c.item and 

E. item = s.item; quit; 

F. proc sql; select p.*, c.unitcost, s.quantity from product, cost, sales where product.item = cost.item and product.item =
sales.item; quit; 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

The following SAS program is submitted: 

%macro execute; 

 

proc print data = sasuser.houses; 

run; 

%end; 

%mend; 

Which of the following completes the above program so that it executes on Tuesday? 

A. %if andsysday = Tuesday %then %do; 

B. %if andsysday = \\'Tuesday\\' %then %do; 

C. %if "andsysday" = Tuesday %then %do; 

D. %if \\'andsysday\\' = \\'Tuesday\\' %then %do; 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3
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Given the following SAS data set ONE: 

ONE GROUP SUM 

A 765 

B 123 

C 564 

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data _null_; 

set one; 

call symput(group,sum); 

run; 

Which one of the following is the result when the program finishes execution? 

A. Macro variable C has a value of 564. 

B. Macro variable C has a value of 1452. 

C. Macro variable GROUP has a value of 564. 

D. Macro variable GROUP has a value of 1452. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

The variable attributes of SAS data sets ONE and TWO are shown below: 

ONE TWO 

# Variable Type Len Pos # Variable Type Len Pos 2 sales Num 8 8 2 budget Num 8 8 1 year Num 8 0 3 sales Char 8 16
1 year Num 8 0 

Data set ONE contains 100 observations. Data set TWO contains 50 observations. Both data sets are sorted by the
variable YEAR. The following SAS program is submitted: 

data three; 

merge one two; 

by year; 

run; 

Which one of the following is the result of the program execution? 
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A. No messages are written to the SAS log. 

B. ERROR and WARNING messages are written to the SAS log. 

C. Data set THREE is created with two variables and 50 observations. 

D. Data set THREE is created with three variables and 100 observations. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which one of the following SAS programs displays the descriptor portion of each data set stored in the SASUSER
library? 

A. proc datasets lib = sasuser.all; quit; 

B. proc datasets lib = sasuser._all_; quit; 

C. proc datasets lib = sasuser; contents data = all; quit; 

D. proc datasets lib = sasuser; contents data = _all_; quit; 

Correct Answer: D 
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